This article presents a study of the use of the Dutch cardinal posture verbs staan ('stand'), liggen ('lie') and zitten ('sit') by French-speaking learners of Dutch; the data is drawn from a corpus of semi-spontaneous oral picture descriptions. Due to the typological differences between French and Dutch in the spatial domain (see Talmy 2000 ; Lemmens & Slobin 2008) , the use of posture verbs is a highly problematic subject for French-speaking learners of Dutch. As a result, their interlanguage is typically characterized by an overall underuse of posture verbs as well as a confusion of the different posture verbs. Our study evaluates how the use of the posture verbs by the learners aligns with their level of proficiency. Strikingly, the statistical tendencies in our data show that a higher proficiency does not correspond to a more accurate use of posture verbs. At first sight, this seems to suggest that advanced learners have become worse at the use of posture verbs. A more refined analysis, however, shows that despite the increase of errors, the learners adopt more native-like strategies as their level of foreign language proficiency increases, suggesting that they gradually become more aware of the strong locative character of Dutch.
Introduction

Dutch posture verbs: L1 and L2 perspectives
All languages seem to have lexical patterns that learners find extremely strange or exotic.
1 For Dutch, this certainly holds true for the use of the three cardinal posture verbs zitten ('sit'), liggen ('lie') and staan ('stand') . This is because these verbs have grammaticalised in Dutch to "basic locative verbs" that, in addition to their prototypical reference to human posture 2 are used to express the location of any entity (locative use); they are also used in a wide range of idiomatic or metaphorical expressions. Their grammaticalisation has continued into aspectual uses, expressing progressive aspect (see Lemmens 2005a) where the posture verbs continue their locative uses (e.g., progressives with inanimate 'agents') and in some contexts, the ongoing activity is plainly incompatible with the semantics of the posture verb, as, e.g., in zitten rond te lopen 'sit to walk around' (= be walking around).
1
This article presents a quantitative study, based on elicited production data (semispontaneous picture descriptions), of the difficulties that (Belgian) French-speaking learners of Dutch encounter during the acquisition of these verbs. The results that we present in this paper confirm the earlier findings in Lemmens & Perrez (2010) , analysing written learner productions (essays), but they also align with more general findings in the literature on learner proficiency (cf. Viberg 1998 , Gullberg 2009 , Narasimhan & Gullberg 2011 . 3 The present study adds some new insights to the literature as well. First of all, our analysis is concerned with static location, rather than placement verbs (in addition to the cited studies, see also Kopecka & Narasimhan 2012) . While similar to some extent, the two domains are still different. Secondly, we discuss different types of errors that learners make in their locative descriptions, even if the main focus of the present paper is quantitative.
2
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 below sketches the background to the use of posture verbs in Dutch, essential to understand the strong postural logic of Dutch and the difficulties it poses for the French learners. In Section 3, we will present the methodology and data underlying the current study. Section 4 gives the main results of our quantitative analysis, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.
3
The difficulties that French learners have with the acquisition of posture verbs in Dutch can be explained against the background of a more fundamental typological difference between Germanic and Romance languages: the former have a high tendency to use manner verbs for both motion and location events, whereas the latter typically do not, and often cannot (see Talmy 2000) . The details of these differences do not really concern us here (see Lemmens 2005b and Slobin 2008 for a more thorough description); suffice it to retain that French tends to be fairly vague about manner of location (hence, we could characterise it as essentially "locationpoor"), whereas Dutch tends to be "location-rich", encoding more locational detail, particularly through the (obligatory use of) posture verbs. In other words, when learning Dutch, French speakers must reconstruct the semantic categories via a one-to-many mapping, i.e. from a single semantic category expressed by the general verb être 'be' to semantically differentiated categories expressed by the three posture verbs. As has been shown in the literature (e.g., Viberg 1998; Pavlenko & Driagina, 2007) , this kind of mapping seems particularly difficult. Phrased in Narasimhan & Gullberg's (2011) terms, the factors that play a role here are (i) L2 input frequency, which is very high for Dutch posture verbs, 4 and (ii) semantic transparency, which given the semasiological and onomasiological variation is undoubtedly quite opaque to the French learners. The difficulty that French learners have acquiring Dutch posture verbs is perhaps best illustrated by the following example from our corpus of elicited descriptions (see Section below for a description of the corpus), said by the same speaker (but relative to different pictures).
5
(1) a.
Twee andere klanten zijn … zitten (en)fin euh non … staan voor de comptoir (OPD-Du2F-14-2) 5 two other costumers are … sit … well err no … stand in front of the counter b.
De eerste is euh ligt euh <gesture> op de linkse hoek van de foto. Ja, ik zeg ligt maar dat kan ook staat zijn. the first is err lies err <gesture> on the left corner of the picture. Yes, I say lies but that can also be stands
In (1a), the speaker initially uses the neutral verb zijn ('be), then selects the wrong posture verb (zitten), then corrects this to staan, the appropriate verb encode the posture of these customers. To a native speaker, such hesitation is quite striking given the salient semantic difference between the last two choices. In (1b), the speaker, talking about the location of a chair, provides a meta-linguistic comment on her own coding, indicating her hesitation as to which verb should be used.
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As has been pointed out elsewhere (see Lemmens 2002b; Lemmens & Perrez 2010) , the difficulties that French learners have with the use of Dutch posture verbs can be situated on three interrelated levels: (i) coding flexibility, (ii) coding variability and (iii) coding obligation. As the term suggest, coding flexibility refers to the wide range of semantic extensions (semasiological variation) that the posture verbs have in Dutch, given their grammaticalisation to basic locational verbs, expressing the location of any entity, animate or inanimate (or even abstract sometimes). The second difficulty concerns the coding variation, which represents the other side of the coding coin (onomasiological variation), since one and the same spatial configuration, such as for example in De boter ____ in de koelkast ('the butter _____ in the refrigerator') may be coded either with staan (in which case it metonymically refers to the butter dish 'standing' on its base), with liggen (in which case it talks about the package typically lying on its longest side), or with zitten (an "a-positional" usage referring to containment only). Often, (French) L2 speakers are misled by the entities' real dimensions, as in the following example.
(2)
in het midden van van [sic] de kamer ligt een bed in the middle of of [sic] the room lies a bed A bed has a salient horizontal dimension/orientation which leads the learner to code it as 'lying' whereas in Dutch staan ('stand') is to be used (motivation: ENTITY ON ITS BASE, see below).
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The third level of difficulty, the coding obligation, concerns the fact that the use of a posture verb is (usually) obligatory in Dutch whenever an entity is located in space, whereas in French (but also in other Germanic languages, like English), it is quite common (if not required) to use a neutral verb, usually a verb of EXISTENCE (such as be/être) in locative predications. a.
de tweede klant (*) is aan de deur (OPD-Du2F-14-2) the second customer is at the door b. en de stoel (*) is euh naast and the chair is err next-to the … bathroom
For both sentences, the use of zijn ('be') is quite inappropriate and highly unidiomatic. As pointed out by Lemmens & Perrez (2010) , French learners will in general make two major types of "errors" as far as posture verbs are concerned. On the one hand, they will, under influence of usage patterns in their mother tongue, refrain from using a posture verb in locative contexts and use a neutral verb instead (notably, zijn "be"), as in (3) above. We will term this posture verb underuse. On the other hand, as illustrated in (2) above, they may choose the wrong posture verb; this type of error we call posture verb confusion. Interestingly, the learner data analysed for this study also show cases of posture verb overuse where a posture verb is used in a context where none is allowed and a neutral verb is to be used. Strikingly, the last two types of errors occur with learners of a higher level of proficiency. Posture verb overuse is a more specific instance of overgeneralisation errors that have been described in the literature.
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In order to understand the importance of posture verbs in Dutch, it is warranted that we give a short overview of their basic usage patterns. We cannot afford to give a full overview here, but restrict ourselves to the major locative usages (and their motivations) necessary to understand the issues at work in the learner data. In this paper, we are only concerned with locative events and we fairly much ignore the (extensive) metaphorical uses of these verbs. 8 For a more detailed analysis of Dutch posture (and placement) verbs, the reader is referred to Lemmens (2002; 2006) .
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In line with the verbs' prototypical meaning, referring to the three basic human postures, the basic opposition between staan ('stand') and liggen ('lie') may at first sight seem to be the different ontological dimensions: staan codes entities that are saliently vertical (similar to standing humans), whereas liggen is used for entities that are saliently horizontal (in analogy to a lying human being). Zitten would in this respect be neither horizontal nor vertical. However, while this holds for some cases, this is only partially correct, since in many contexts, it is not the real dimensions that play a role. For staan, the basic key to its usage is whether the entity in question has legs or a base (analogous to human feet). In other words, if the located entity has a side on which it rests when it is in its canonical and/or functional position, staan is to be used, regardless of the entity's verticality. This explains why bottles, cups, plates and saucers, computers, cars, all types of furniture, boxes, and other kinds of functional objects are all said to be standing when they are resting on their base. A case in point is the position of plates: if they are in a functional position on their base, staan is used; however, if they are upside-down, one uses liggen. In both contexts, the vertical orientation in reality is identical. Similarly, a car on its side is higher than when it is on its wheels; nevertheless, liggen is used in the former context and staan in the latter. In short, the opposition between staan and liggen is most often explained in terms of BE ON ONE'S BASE, where the base is the origin of a mental vertical scanning operation (see also Serra-Borneto 1996) . It is only in the absence of a base that the real dimensions come into play for entities that display a (salient) difference in height and width. A book, for example, does not really have a base; if it is in an upright position (on its smallest side, like in a bookshelf) staan will be used, liggen if it is on its front or its back. Even if the entity in question has a base, but this base has been cancelled out in the spatial configuration, staan can be used if the orientation is saliently vertical. As said, a car on its side would typically be coded with liggen but when it is positioned upright on its front, one could use staan; similarly, dishes placed in the dishwasher are typically coded with staan. Notice that in such contexts, one could say that the notion of a base has become irrelevant in the conceptualisation, in which case the real dimensions become determinative.
A special case are symmetrical entities, lacking any differentiation in terms of verticality or horizontality. Interestingly, Dutch has extended the verb liggen to encode these, which explains why the location of balls, dice, wads, and the like are all expressed by liggen. Similarly, Dutch uses liggen to encode the location of non-rigid entities, like clothes, ropes, and all kinds of substances. These entities not only lack a base but also the rigidity to keep themselves in a 'standing' (vertical) position. Unless constrained by some container, these entities automatically take a horizontal extension under the forces of gravity. Hence, the metonymical relation underlying the pair Het zout staat op tafel (the salt stands on (the) table), which refers to salt in the saltshaker that is standing (i.e., resting on its base) on the table versus Het zout lies op tafel (the salt lies on (the) table), which is referring to (a heap of) loose grains of salt on the table.
14 Zitten is a particularly interesting verb, which has extended its semantic coverage to encode contexts of CLOSE CONTAINMENT or CLOSE CONTACT, where the actual position of the entity contained (or stuck onto something) is totally cancelled out and typically varies along with variations of orientation of the container. Continuing our example above, one could thus say, in Dutch, that the salt is 'sitting' in the salt shaker (cf. also our earlier example about the butter 'sitting' in the fridge = "being contained in"). The tricky part with CONTAINMENT zitten is that its use is influenced by the closeness of the containment: the larger the container vis-à-vis the entity contained, the more likely it is that the position of the latter will determine which verb is to be used. A bottle of milk could be said to be standing in the fridge but to be sitting in the bag (even if upright). For learners, this gives rise to a double difficulty: not only is closeness of containment a gradable notion, one may, in some cases of loose containment, still decide to highlight the idea of containment rather than the entity's position (cf. our example of the butter in the fridge). As we will show, learners do have some difficulty with that (cf. section ).
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Two special cases deserve to be mentioned here: location in the air and location in liquids. In case the entity is suspended, typically the verb hangen 'hang' is used; the number of contact points is not all that relevant for Dutch, and there may even be none at all (e.g., an object hanging in mid-air without any contact point is also coded with hangen). In our data set there are quite a number of entities hanging usually with one or more contact points (on the wall, on hooks, on bars, etc.). Things get more complicated with location in liquids. Typically, when immersion is at issue, zitten is a typical coding, referring to being contained in the liquid, e.g. er zit veel vuil in het water 'there sits a lot of dirt in the water'. Strikingly, if the object is floating on the surface of a liquid, the verb drijven 'float' is used (which can code both dynamic and static situations, see Lemmens & Divjak 2006) or liggen. The latter is clearly experientially motivated, as objects floating on the surface will assume a horizontal extension, and their base (if they have one) is no longer relevant. In other words, if a bottle floating on the water (typically but not necessarily on its side), it will be said in Dutch to be 'lying' on/in the water. In our stimuli, there are no cases of entities located in liquids.
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As described in more detail below, the pictures used in our elicitation experiment trigger the expression of the location of a wide range of entities (some of which were targeted in the guiding questions in the experiment instructions). Here is a (non-exhaustive) overview of some of the entities referred to and the posture verb(s) that is (are) typically used (or expected):
people: zitten or staan (not liggen, since no human is portrayed in a lying posture) pieces of furniture (bed, cupboard, dresser, Overall in the descriptions, there is a higher frequency of entities whose location is typically expressed (or, for the learner data, should have been expressed) with staan (given again the importance of the notion of a base): pieces of furniture, shoes (most of them are on their base), handbags, goods in containers, etc.
18
The data used for the present study is part of a larger data set for different languages (comprising for the moment English, Dutch, French and Swedish) as used by native speakers and learners.
9 For all languages, the set-up is the same and the data concerns elicited descriptions of five pictures taken from two wordless children's books. 10 Each picture displays a different type of environment: (1) a clothing shop for kids, (2) a shoe store, (3) a bedroom, (4) a street market and (5) pictures except Picture 2 there was only one question; only for Picture 2 (the shoe shop) there were two questions, the first one asking about the shoes and the bags, and the second one (asked after the first answer was finished) inquiring about the whereabouts of the customers. The latter is to include one lead-question targeting the location of human beings; this is particularly interesting in comparison with French, where apart from some rare exception human posture is the only context in which posture verbs (être assis 'be seated', être couché 'be lying', être debout 'be upright') can be used (but even then often are not, as it turns out).
19
The subjects were presented one picture at a time, were given the lead-question and could look at the picture for a while before putting it on a stand to their right and beginning their description. The order of presentation of the pictures was rotated randomly for the participants in order to avoid any order effect (see Appendix B for a summary of the randomized order of the pictures for the participants). The subjects were seated on a chair without arm-rests. They were video-taped to allow later analysis of co-verbal gesture as well (cf. Dubois 2010, Peyré 2012, Peyré & Lemmens 
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Coding
2012). Their descriptions were transcribed verbatim (using CHAT). For the contrastive study of locative verbs, all locative clauses were manually extracted from these descriptions (see below).
Twenty-two Belgian French-speaking learners of Dutch (18 female and 4 male subjects) took part in this oral picture description study. These learners are all undergraduate students majoring in Dutch and one other Germanic language (English or German in this case) studying in Brussels. Depending on their specific profile, they have started learning Dutch either at the beginning of their basic school education (e.g., at the age of 6) or at the beginning of their secondary school education (e.g. at the age of 12). This means they have respectively been learning Dutch in an explicit instruction context for 12 and 6 years before beginning their academic curriculum. Most of them come from Brussels or the surrounding Frenchspeaking area. This implies that they exclusively use French in their daily interactions but that they might be more frequently exposed to Dutch as a second language in some public contexts (in the train, on the street, etc.) than learners living in the French-speaking part of Belgium (see Mettewie 2004 for more detailed information about French-speaking learners of Dutch in Belgium). These learners did not receive any specific instruction on the use of posture verbs before they took part to the Oral Picture Description.
12 The learners were divided in three proficiency groups on the basis of their results on an independent foreign language proficiency test. This test has been developed at the Institute of Modern Languages (ILT) of the KU Leuven (University of Leuven) in collaboration with other institutions to assess the proficiency level of incoming students in order to distribute them into appropriate groups. 13 The test, composed of 80 items, aims at measuring the grammatical and lexical knowledge of the students as well as their reading and listening proficiency. Table 1 gives a general overview of the scores on the basis of which we defined three different FL proficiency groups for our subjects. A one-way ANOVA (F(2,19)=121.58, p<0.001) confirms that the group's proficiency scores differed significantly from each other. These learner groups can therefore be considered as being representative of different stages of foreign language acquisition.
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As a control group, we used the descriptions of 12 native speakers of (Belgian) Dutch (3 male, 9 female), all students at the KU Leuven, coming from different regions in Flanders (the Dutch speaking part of Belgium).
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For the contrastive study of locative verbs, all locative sentences were manually extracted from the descriptions. The definition of what constitutes a locative sentence is not without problems. Take for example a sentence like the following (translated from the Dutch L1 corpus): on the bed [that stands in the middle of the room], there lie clothes. From a strictly grammatical perspective, there are two locative clauses, the main clause locating the clothes (using liggen), and a relative clause locating the bed (using staan), which functions as the Ground for locating the clothes. From a discourse-functional perspective, one could argue that there is only one locative event locating the clothes, the relative clause (locating the bed) merely being auxiliary to the successful identification of the clothes' location. Since for the present study, we are particularly concerned with the use of locative verbs, we followed the strictly grammatical perspective and coded these as two separate clauses.
In our analysis, a locative clause is fairly broadly defined as any clause that contains a locative element, be this a locative verb (such as a posture or placement verb) or a locative phrase (adverbs like there or here, prepositional phrases like on the bed or next to the counter, or particles). This means that a sentence like A man is tying his tie in front of the mirror has also been counted as a locative clause, given the locative adjunct in front of the mirror. The subsequent coding will indicate that the verb that is used is an action verb, which sets it apart from the clauses with a stative locative verb (be it the copula be or a more specific posture verb). The criterion of a locative element means that a (presentational) sentence like There are clothes on the bed counts as one single locative, but so does There are clothes that lie on the bed even if, strictly speaking, there are two clauses. The reason for considering this sentence as a single locative is that there is no locative information if the relative clause is left out (there are clothes). The fact that this is a presentational clause followed by a subclause with more specific locative information has been marked explicitly in the coding.
25
All the locative clauses have been imported into a spreadsheet where they were further coded for a number of variables, of which the most important ones are the following.
15 Figure: identifies the entity located (general labels are used, e.g., clothes, shoes, etc.) Ground: identifies the entity that is the reference point, need not be the supporting ground (even if it often is) Verb:infinitive of the verb used Verb type: larger semantic verb categories, i.e., Postural, Neutral, Possessive, Perception, Disposition, and Other. Use: postural, locational or metaphorical Construction: e.g., Presentational, Basic Locative Construction, Identificational Verb Satellites: identifies possible additional elements, e.g. liggen uitgespreid (lit. 'lie out-spread' = 'lie scattered out') Level of proficiency: 1, 2, or 3 Error: identifies the sentence as an error and marks the type of error (underuse, overuse, confusion).
We emphasize that while we mark some uses with the label "error" (which, from a L1 perspective these sentences may very well be), they may be quite motivated (and thus, in a sense correct) within the learner language. For the sake of convenience, we will continue to use the term "error", but this should more appropriately be understood as "L2 coding decision". Importantly, the category of "error" is not an all-or-nothing affair. In many cases, it was fairly straightforward to identify a usage as infelicitous or highly unidiomatic, but in other cases, it was not. Such "errors" have been identified via two sources: (i) our intuitions (errors were marked as such only if both authors agreed on this) and (ii) a comparison with the native speaker data. The latter was particularly important for the use of neutral verbs in a locative context: if a comparable construction had been attested in the native data, it was (obviously) not counted as an error. Ideally, an independent source for error judgment should be 
General harvest
Graph 1: Production of locative clauses across the proficiency levels Table 2 : Production of locative clauses across the proficiency levels used, e.g., via acceptability judgments by more native speakers; this was not possible within the scope of this paper, but is planned for the future.
A first observation concerns individual variation in the production of locative clauses within the proficiency groups as well as between them. For example, the most prolific learner (FLP1) produced 70 locative clauses, whereas the least prolific one (FLP2) only produced 22 locative clauses. The same observation goes for the native speakers: the most prolific one produced 115 locative clauses whereas the least prolific one only produced 41 clauses (which equals the mean production score of the learners). The high level of individual variation in the production of locative clauses is further illustrated by Graph 1, which points to rather dissymmetric distributions among the different groups. Graph 1 and Table 2 also suggest that the native speakers on average produce more locative clauses per interview than the learners. A one-way ANOVA confirms that this difference is significant (F(3,30)=10.112, p<0.0001) . Further post-hoc tests according
Verb types
to the Bonferroni method indicate that the native speakers significantly produce more locative clauses than the learners of the three proficiency groups (Native speakers vs. FLP1: p<0.001; Native speakers vs. FLP2: p<0.001; Native speakers vs. FLP3: p<0.005). However, these post-hoc comparisons do not show further significant differences between the learners of the different proficiency groups (p=1.000 for all inter-group comparisons). This suggests that, although native speakers of Dutch seem to produce locative clauses more easily in their descriptions, the overall production of locative clauses by the learners is not dependent on their level of proficiency in the target language.
The general overview given in the preceding section considers all the verbs used by the learners and native speakers in locative sentences. This section will discuss these verb types in more detail. The discussion will not include all the categories included in the overview in Section 2. First of all, the category of DISPOSITION verbs is too small to be of any significance, even in the native data (2 occurrences). These concern locative verbs, such as scattered or spread out or attached, which provide some more precise information about the entity's disposition. 16 Also the category of OTHER verbs
will not be considered in our more detailed comparison; while there is a striking difference between the learners (1 occurrence, level 1) and the native speakers (39 occurrences), they concern a wide variety of non-locative verbs and are thus not really relevant to the scope of our study. Finally, the cases where no verb was used (ELLIPSIS) have also been excluded. There are several reasons for doing so. First of all, the use of ellipsis does not constitute a typological difference, since it can be used both in Dutch and in French. Secondly, the elliptical uses are quite a heterogeneous group, both within and across the groups, where the learners do seem to use it differently than the native speakers. Its use, which does increase slightly with each level, seems to indicate a higher degree of general discourse fluency rather than a mastering of the location verbs. Finally, the cases of ellipsis are sometimes quite problematic, even in the native data. Consider the following example, said by a native speaker of (Belgian) Dutch, in which the second and the third clause omit the verb (between square brackets). While the first ellipsis is correct (the sausages are indeed hanging down from a bar on the ceiling), the one in the last clause is semantically incompatible with hang, as the bags of cookies are resting on their base; the verb to be 'reconstructed' is thus staan ('stand'). This shows that elliptical cases are semantically more complicated than they may seem at first; as such, it is warranted to leave them out in our comparison of verb types. A quantitative analysis of the use of posture verbs by French-speaking ... http://cognitextes.revues.org/609 At all three levels, the learners still follow the tendency of their native language (French) of using a neutral verb in locative contexts; there is a decrease over the three levels (49.65% -45.3% -38.6%), but Level 3 speakers still use these verbs almost twice as often as the native speakers (38.6% vs. 20.15%). This decrease is only partially paralleled with a slight (5%) increase of posture verbs.
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The decrease of neutral verbs for FLP3 is also counterbalanced by, on the one hand, an increase of POSSESSION verbs, e.g., you have clothes on the right or a lady has clothes in her hand (which they use, however, double as often (percentage-wise) as the native speakers) and of ELLIPTICAL or verbless constructions, on the other hand. As said, the DISPOSITION verbs are too infrequent in both the learner and native speaker data to give any significant result. The same holds for PERCEPTION verbs (e.g., you see clothes on the left wall). In comparison with the native speakers, the learners almost never use any other type of verb in a locative clause (category OTHER). This can be explained by an overall limitation in their lexical variation.
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In order to evaluate to what extent the observed tendencies are significant, a multinomial logistic regression analysis has been performed, where the use of the different types of verb for each group has been compared to a given reference category. In this analysis, several comparisons are carried out using each level group as a reference category. These comparisons are presented below for each reference category (the output tables of the multinomial logistic regression are included in Appendix C). We will come back to these results in the general discussion (section 4).
When the native speakers are taken as reference group, we observe significant differences at various levels. Firstly, when we concentrate on the use of posture verbs, it turns out that the native speakers significantly produce more posture verbs than the FLP1 learners (p<0.005) and the FLP2 learners (p<0.001). The comparison with the most proficient learners (FLP3) is, however, not significant (p=0.854). Secondly, similar observations can be made for the possessive verbs. The native speakers significantly differ from the FLP1 (p<0.01) and FLP2 (p<0.005) learners but not from the FLP3 learners (p=0.118). Finally, the comparisons between the FL proficiency groups regarding the use of neutral verbs do not show any significant differences.
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When the FLP3 learners are taken as reference group, significant differences can be observed at different levels as well. When focusing on the use of neutral verbs, the Table 4 : Overall distribution of posture types for learners and native speakers FLP3 learners differ significantly from the FLP2 learners (p<0.05), but not from the FLP1 learners (p=0.133). When considering the use of posture verbs, it turns out that the FLP3 learners significantly use more posture verbs than both the FLP1 (p<0.05) and the FLP2 learners (p<0.05). The same observation can be made regarding the use of possessive verbs: FLP3 learners seem to use significantly more possessive verbs in their interviews than the FLP1 (p<0.0001) and the FLP2 learners (p<0.0001) Interestingly enough, the comparisons of the uses of the different types of verbs (neutral, posture and possessive verbs) between the FLP3 learners and the native speakers do not point to significant differences.
Use of posture verbs
The comparisons with the FLP1 and FLP2 learners as reference groups confirm the significant differences discussed above for the various verb types and do no point to any new significant differences between these two learner groups.
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These results show that independently of the reference categories considered, two homogenous subgroups can be identified with respect to the use of the different verb types in their locative descriptions: (i) the learners of the first two groups of foreign language proficiency (FLP1 and FLP2) and (ii) the learners of the third proficiency level (FLP3) and the native speakers. The results confirm that the decrease in neutral verb and the simultaneous increase of posture and possessive verbs across the proficiency levels is significant and, as nicely visualized by Graph 2, that the learners with the highest level of foreign language proficiency tend to behave more native-like in their encoding of locative events.
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In the following sections, the implications of this claim will be fine-tuned by further comparisons of the specific uses of posture verbs by the learners and the native speakers.
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Looking at the use of the individual posture verbs gives the distribution tabulated in Table 4 and shown in Graph 3. Note that hangen has been included in the set of posture verbs given that it is a common verb for several of the items to be described (clothes hanging on the wall or on racks, sausages and vegetables hanging on hooks, etc.) and it is also a source for confusion (esp. with staan). The relative frequency of this verb is comparable for the two data sets. 
Posture verbs errors
Apart from hangen, the frequencies for the learners and the native speakers are quite different. Percentage-wise, staan is used less frequently in the learner data than in the native speaker data, but liggen en zitten have a higher frequency in the learner data. A Pearson Chi-square test performed on the raw frequencies confirms that these differences are significant (χ 2 = 44.573, df = 3, p < 0.001). The higher frequency of staan in the native speaker data could be said to line up with the claim that, all things being equal, this is the canonical (and thus most frequent) locative verb (cf. Lemmens 2002 , Lemmens & Perrez 2010 ), yet this is only partially applicable to this data set, since metaphorical and idiomatic uses (for which the idea of a canonical verb particularly applies) have been excluded. In and by itself, the higher frequency of staan in the native speaker data does not mean much, since clearly, the frequency of the individual verbs depends on the stimuli. For example, two of the 6 guiding questions have a built-in bias to staan, asking for the location of furniture (P3) and of shoes and shoeboxes (P3); logically then, this verb will be more frequent in the descriptions.
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The stimuli and questions being the same for both groups, the point is of course the difference between the two data sets. The underuse of staan and the higher use of liggen in the learner data is indeed partially explained by the nature of the stimuli: there are 26 cases where the learners erroneously use liggen instead of staan; 10 of these concern pieces of furniture (6 for the location of a double bed), 7 concern shoes. 17 This indicates that the learners are not yet sufficiently aware of the central role played by the feature BASE in the coding decision. The overuse of zitten in the learner data indicates another type of difficulty that the learners have with the CONTAINMENT relation, since they express it (via zitten) in contexts where the relationship between container and contained is insufficiently close for zitten to be used felicitously. While the preceding error with staan suggest an absence of awareness of patterns of use in the target language, the overuse of zitten indicates that the learners have become aware of at least one typical use of zitten 18 and overextend this; this conclusion lies in line with the findings in Lemmens & Perrez 2010 on written data.
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The following section presents a more detailed quantitative view on the posture verb errors in the learner data; after that, we will look at all the errors in the learner data. Table 5 below, graphically presented in Graph 4, shows that, somewhat unexpectedly, the percentage of errors in the use of posture verbs in the learner data steadily increases over the different levels. A Pearson chi-square test performed on the raw frequencies point out that these differences are not significant (χ 2 = 3.31, df = 2, p = 0.191). While this tendency seems to suggest that the learners get worse as they reach the higher level, this is an incorrect interpretation (due to a too narrow focus). We will return to that point in the general discussion (see Section ). Posture verbs cannot be used in French to express the location of inanimate entities (locative uses), but they can be used to encode the postures of human beings. Therefore, it is interesting to examine whether learners have more difficulty with the locative uses than with postural uses (the latter being equivalent to the uses in French). The distribution, given in Table 7 below, indeed suggests a significant interaction between usage (postural or locative; the single metaphorical usage has been ignored) and error rate (χ 2 = 11.149; df = 1; p < 0.001).
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USAGE
Correct Error Total
A quantitative analysis of the use of posture verbs by French-speaking ... http://cognitextes.revues.org/609 A Pearson chi-test performed on the raw frequencies suggest that the distribution of correct or incorrect across usage (postural or locational) does not differ significantly over the different proficiency levels (correct sentences: χ 2 =2.72; df=2; p= 0.26; erroneous sentences: χ 2 =5.32; df=2; p=0.07).
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The above error analysis only concerned the use of posture verbs. In this section, we will look at all errors taking a more onomasiological perspective, looking at the learners' coding from the contextual features, and evaluating whether the verb they used is correct. As such, the perspective is much larger than in the preceding section, since we also evaluate the use of the other verbs in locative clauses (neutral verbs in particular). Table below next-to-that still against the wall stands there a door 'Next to that, also against the wall, there is a door.'
The use of zitten in example (5a) is not without motivation: the learner expresses a relation of close containment for which this verb is typically used in Dutch; however, the usage is unidiomatic because being in one's arms is unlikely to be thought of as close containment. More typically is to have a coding in terms of a person "holding" or "carrying" the boxes in his arms. Example (5b) is infelicitous (or marginally acceptable at most), since a door coded as 'standing' strongly suggests that it is not on its hinges but leaning against the wall as a board would. Possibly, there is some contamination with the context of doors being open, in which case openstaan (lit. 'open-stand') or op een kier staan (lit. 'stand on a crack') are commonly used. This is, however, not the context underlying the above example. The MISCELLANEOUS category comprises 3 errors where the interpretation of the sentence remained unclear and 2 cases of what we term overlocativisation, when a locative coding is used for a context that generally is not expressed in locative terms. These are similar to the cases of posture verb overuse except that a neutral verb is used (zijn 'be'); in both cases (said by different speakers) the context is that of clothes being located on people. Here is one of these:
en sommigen kleden zijn op de mensen omdat ze proberen de kleden (OPD-Du2F-03-1) and some clothes are on the people because they try the clothes
The choice of a locative construal [CLOTHES BE ON PEOPLE] may have been pragmatically motivated, i.e., triggered by the experiment instructions (the speaker is answering to the question "where are the clothes?"). Also in the native speaker data there is an occasional reference to clothes worn by people in answer to this question, yet this is never coded as a locative event (i.e., as clothes located on the people). Here is a rare occurrence of a native speaker talking about clothes worn by people:
en dan zijn er ook natuurlijk nog de verschillende kleren die dat de mensen aan hebben. and then there are of course the different clothes [that] the people wear (lit. 'have on') 21
In contrast to the example (6), this example is a non-locative presentational sentence; its discursive function is still to locate the clothes, but it does so via the people wearing them, not by the clothes being located on the people. Including these two cases of overlocativisation, there are in total 40 instances of unidiomatic use of a neutral verb in a locative clause in the learner data.
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Finally, we consider to what extent the frequency of errors and their types is dependent on the level of proficiency, as shown in Table 9 The posture verb underuse goes down as the proficiency increases, but the percentage of posture verb confusion goes up. The same holds for the posture verb overuse and the miscellaneous mistakes, even if the low frequencies motion to caution. A Pearson chi-square test performed on the raw frequencies show that these differences are not significant (χ 2 = 7.293; df = 6; p = 0.294). Although not significant, the tendency remains that percentage-wise the more advanced learners make more mistakes than the less advanced learners, but that these are mistakes of a different kind, which still suggests a higher degree of proficiency, as explained next.
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The results of our study can be summarized as follows: first, as could be expected, the use of neutral verbs decreases and that of posture slightly increases over the different proficiency levels and second, the number of posture verbs errors slightly increases with the level of foreign language proficiency. In other words, the frequency of the posture verbs goes up, but the learners produce more errors. In view of these results, one might be tempted to conclude that the learners' proficiency in the domain of locative expressions decreases as the general proficiency increases. This interpretation is, however, incorrect. Instead, the general hypothesis that we argue for here is that the learners in level 3 make more posture verb related errors precisely because they are beginning to behave more like the native speakers.
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This interpretation is in the first place confirmed by the results of the multinomial logistic regression regarding the distribution of the verb types across the proficiency levels, which suggested that the level 3 learners and the native speakers showed similar patterns to encode locative events. Secondly, when considered in a larger perspective, the data reveal how more advanced learners indeed show a higher degree of 'locative sensitivity' leading to more idiomatically correct Dutch, despite the individual errors. Three observations can be mentioned in support of this claim.
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The first (and obvious) observation is that while level 3 speakers still differ from the native speakers in their overuse of neutral verbs, there is a decrease of these verbs and a slight increase in the use of posture verbs. Secondly, even if the changes in these two verb categories are not inversely proportional, one notices that the learners at proficiency level 3 increase in their use of an alternative, idiomatically correct, strategy for expressing locative event, viz. the use of a possessive verb. Dutch does allow such alternate encoding, even for the location of inanimate entities, as illustrated by the following examples (from the native speaker data). Example (8a) presents a viewer perspective, which is the most common use of the possessive verb hebben 'have'; (8b), in turn, presents a character-perspective where one of the entities portrayed on the picture 'possesses' the located entity. 22 Strikingly, it is the more advanced speakers that use this alternative more frequently, thus adopting a more native like behaviour. A third argument in support of an increased
Conclusion
'locative proficiency' of the more advanced speakers is, ironically, the increase of errors, which occurs because they are becoming more locative in their expression. On the one hand, they begin to get into the habit of using a posture verb in locative contexts, which logically means that there is a higher chance that they will make an error (posture verb confusion). Yet also the errors of overlocativisation (atypical use of a locative construction) and of posture verb overuse (the use of posture verb where none is allowed) indicates their higher locative proficiency. Strikingly, some of these errors occur in contexts where a coding with a possessive verb would have been more idiomatic than the locative construal used by the learner, see examples (5) and (6) above.
In other words, learners become increasingly aware not only of the need to use a posture verb but also, more generally, of the overall locative character of Dutch; both phenomena are radically different from their native language (French). The errors they make are often a case of overextension where they either overextend a particular use of a posture verb (such as the CONTAINMENT use of zitten in cases of loose containment when either liggen or staan is to be used) or cases of overlocativisation where learners overextend the use of locative constructions for contexts where native speakers would typically not use them.
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One could object that the increase of errors in the use of posture verbs with increasing proficiency is simply be due to the standard observation that more proficient learners produce more language and are therefore more inclined to produce errors (see, for instance, Iwashita 2010 and Magnan 1988 on oral proficiency). This observation is, however, not entirely applicable to the current data set. Clearly, overall more proficient language users will produce more language, thereby increasing the chances for errors; however, in our sample, more proficient users did not produce more locative clauses than less proficient users; however, the clauses they use are qualitatively different.
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Our study confirms previous studies on errors in learner data that have shown that an increase in proficiency can align with an increase in errors, given notably the strategies of overextension. It is particularly worthwhile to consider the study reported on in Viberg (1985 Viberg ( , 1998 [also quoted in Gullberg 2009: 225] that considers the use of Swedish location and placement verbs (lägga 'make.lie', sätta 'make.sit', ställa 'make.stand') by Spanish, Finnish and Polish adult learners. Viberg shows that these learners all have problems with posture verbs in Swedish, and that all groups show simplification, yet he also shows the influence of the native language, which is quite different. On the one hand, Spanish and Finish learners whose mother tongue does not have the fine-grained distinction that Swedish has (difficulty of one-to-many mapping) overgeneralise one of the specific verbs to become a general placement verb, whereas Polish speakers, speaking a L1 which does have two specific placement verbs do not do that, but struggle with the one that has no equivalent in Polish ('make-sit'). Our data does not support this tendency. As said, there is L1 influence in the overuse of the general verb zijn 'be', but unlike in the study of placement verbs, it is not the case that one of the three Dutch posture verbs is chosen as the catch-all verb. The reason is that the cross-linguistic lexical categories are different for placement events than for static locative events. For placement events, the L1 in question has a general placement verb (e.g., French mettre, both equivalent to English put) whereas such a verb does not exist for Dutch (the verb plaatsen 'place' being highly infrequent and often not appropriate for location events 23 ). For static location, however, there is a possible equivalent between French être and Dutch zijn. In other words, the catch-all verb for French learners is this equivalent verb zijn 'be', which they overuse at all levels of proficiency.
Drawing on data from oral picture descriptions by French-speaking learners of Dutch, the present paper has provided a first quantitative analysis of one the major (lexical) stumbling blocks for these learners, the correct use of the cardinal posture verbs liggen ('lie'), zitten ('sit') and staan ('stand'). The difficulty arises from the fact that the use of these verbs, which have grammaticalised to basic location verbs, is fairly compulsory when one wants to express the location of an entity in space, some exceptional contexts notwithstanding (such as a collection of entities in different positions). Influenced by their native language, French learners will typically use a neutral verb, mostly zijn 'be' to express the location of an entity where Dutch prefers or requires a posture verb.
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While at first sight this seems to suggest the learners do not seem to improve all that much in their 'locative proficiency', we have shown that, when the whole picture is taken into account, the data clearly indicate that the learners do improve and that the more advanced speakers are significantly closer to the native speakers than to the learners of the two lower proficiency levels. In other words, the more advanced speakers do become more native-like in their overall language production.
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The results of the present study confirm the earlier findings in Lemmens & Perrez (2010) , analysing the use of posture verbs in written learner productions (essays). Taken together, both studies provide further evidence, based on specific case studies, of more general findings in the literature on learner proficiency. Clearly, the present analysis is only a first, largely quantitative, view on the elicitation data, which should be complemented with a more detailed qualitative analysis of the types of errors that learners make, for instance by focusing on the question of how learners deal with more specific locative situations. Also here one sees that these "errors" are not random, but that they are in fact symptoms of learner strategies, such as overextension, not unlike those one finds in first language acquisition. Further investigation is also warranted concerning the density of the use of neutral verbs in locative descriptions. The native speaker data clearly indicates that neutral verbs are sometimes possible to encode location, yet in the learners' data the accumulation of these in the span of a short description deviates from native speaker tendencies. Since the present study has only presented a global overview that cuts across different descriptions of individual scenes, such a close-up analysis is clearly needed to complement the present analysis.
Significant differences are highlighted in red in all tables below. 
